ABSTRACT. It is shown that if the dual of a Banach space X is weakly compactly generated, then each convex function on X is Frechet differentiable on a dense G ? subset of its domain of continuity.
The domain of continuity of a convex function / on a Banach space X is the set of all points at which / is continuous.
If this set is nonempty, then
it is equal to the interior of the convex set ix e X|/(x) < + oo\. 
Let C be a subset of X, x £ C, and A a function on C into (-00, +00].
If A(x) = supiA(z)|z £ C\, then we say that the supremum of A over C is attained strongly at x if A(x .) -» A(x) implies that x .-> x for any sequnce ix . i in C. We call x strongly exposed as a point of C by a functional x* £X* if the supremum of (• , x ) over C is finite and attained strongly at x. In this case, x is also strongly exposed by Ax for any A > 0. Lemma. Let f be a function from a Banach space X into (-00, +00], x e X, and x* £ X . Then f is norm-rotund at x relative to x* if and only if ix, fix)) is strongly exposed as a point of epi / by (x*, -l).
Proof. Suppose that (x, fix)) is strongly exposed as a point of epi / by (x*, -l). Then x. -> x tor any sequence of points i(x ., a .)} in X x R whenever a XfixJ for all i and (ix., a J, ix*, -l)) -» ((x, fix)), ix*, -l)).
Hence, x -> x it a. = fixA for all i and {x., x*) -a. -> (x, x*)-fix).
Thus / is norm-rotund at x relative to x*. The converse follows similarly. D
We now prove the main result.
Theorem. // X is a Banach space and X is WCG, then X is an SDS.
Proof. Let / be a convex function on X with nonempty domain of con- for all x* £ X*. Thus ||x*|| < g*(x*) < \\\x*\\ + 1 for all x* e X*. These last inequalities show that the closed convex set C = ix* £ X \g*ix*) < 2! is bounded and has nonempty interior.
If we let f/ = i(x* r)|x*£X* r < 2! and C' = epi g* O W, then clearly C C C x [0, 2J. Hence C is a bounded subset of X x R. Since X x R is the dual of X x R, and epi g* and H are both weak*-closed convex subsets, C is a weak*-compact convex subset of X x R. Moreover, X x R is WCG because X is WCG. A result of Phelps [3] implies that C' is the weak*-closed convex hull of its weak*-strongly exposed points.
Consequently, there
